F.E.D. Vignette #2 --

Time Actual
by Aoristos Dyosphainthos

1. Description: The Actuality of ‘‘‘Time’’’. Actual [past] time is not an ever-preserved ‘‘‘place’’’ of any
kind -- e.g., in some sequentially self-extending ‘‘‘space’’’. Time-actual is a dialectically ever-self-changing,
«a
aufheben» ever-self-conserving ‘‘‘ever-present’’’, ‘pre-sent’ from (the) vanished past-present(s). The past no
longer exists as a possible present. The future does not yet exist as a possible present. Hence “time travel” as
usually conceived -- “travel through time”, “to” either (a) past-present(s) of the actual present, as present(s), or
“to” (a) future-present(s) of the actual present, as present(s), for the subjectivity so “traveling”, is not possible.

2. Elaboration: This description of ‘‘‘time actual”’ should be considered in the light of Einstein’s Special
and General Theories of Relativity, and in relation to the definition of ‘‘‘Time’’’, and to the definition of
‘‘‘Temporal Acceleration’’’, both included in the recently-published initial volume of F.E.D.’s treatise
A Dialectical Theory of Everything, viz. [the most recently updated versions] --

Definition: ‘‘‘Time’’’
Time
‘‘‘Time
Time’’’ is the ubiquitous, ‘‘‘ubietous’’’ product of the universality -- of the ‘omni
omni--locality’
dialectical [self
self-]
locality -- of ‘‘‘dialectical
contradiction’’’/‘intra
contradiction intra--duality’,
duality that is, of the contental, ontological, existential, ‘essence-ial’, necessary, inherent,
ineluctable internaldialectical eventity’
Dialectical selfinternal-/selfself-contradiction of every ‘‘‘dialectical
eventity’’’. ‘‘‘Dialectical
self-contradictions’’’
contradictions birth
the «auto
auto--kinesis»/‘‘‘self
Time’’’.
kinesis self--change’’’
change which is the source of all changes, & the totality of changes constitutes ‘‘‘Time
Confirmatory Thought-Experiment. Imagine the [contra-[f]actual] condition that all change somehow ceased in
this universe.
universe Consideration of this scenario convinces that time would cease to exist the moment change ceased.
The ‘intra
intra--duality’/‘self
self--incompatibility’,
eventities’’’;
duality self--duality’/‘indivi
duality indivi[sible]--duality’,
duality the temporal ‘self
incompatibility of such ‘‘‘eventities
the incompatibility of/discrepancy between the subject/sourcesubject/source-agentagent-ofof-action aspect and the object/recipientobject/recipientofeventity’’’, as the inherent/‘essence-ial’/necessary activity of that ‘‘‘eventity
eventity’’’
of-action aspect of each such ‘‘‘eventity
‘refle
exes’/‘reflu
uxes’ upon that ‘‘‘eventity
eventity’’’ itself in the ‘‘‘self-refle
exive’’’/‘self-reflu
uxive’, ‘‘‘karmic
karmic’’’, ‘subject-verb
verbobject-identical’ moment of that eventity’s
eventity action on the universe as totality,
totality itself included,
included from within that
universe,
universe is the ultimate cause of all change.
change The ensemble of changes is the cause/substance of concrete,
actual, physical ‘‘‘time
time’’’. It is not so much that “Time
Time changes all things.”,
All things change [the] time.”.
things as that “All
time
The Ideology of Abstract “Time
Time”. The abstract concept of “Time
Time”, which still pervades common usage, as well as
[supposedly] scientific discourse, & which implicitly posits an abstract clock, ticking somewhere, somehow “outside
outside
the universe”,
kosmos» somehow externally, extrinsically, from without, is a
universe and imposing its rhythms upon the «kosmos
reification,
pseudo--agent posit’,
reification a hypostatization,
hypostatization a fetishization,
fetishization and a subject/
subject/object inversion,
inversion or ‘pseudo
posit per the
concept of actual, concrete, contental, universedialectical time’
universe-internal, universe-immanent
universe immanent, ‘dialectical
time defined herein.
The Defect in the Dialectical ‘‘‘Theory
Theory of Everything’’’
Dialectical Time’.
Everything Equation vis-à-vis this Definition of ‘Dialectical
Time
An enhanced Dialectical ‘‘‘Theory
Theory of Everything’’’
Everything Equation has τime -- the τime variable,
variable e.g., τ -- as its ultimate
DEpendent
variable, not as it ultimate INdependent
variable. There is thus ‘Homeomorphic
Homeomorphic Defect’
DE
IN
Defect of Type α. &
of Type β . in the present version of that Equation.
Equation That Equation should be of the form ‘τ
essentially, ‘
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(ττ) = ...’; e.g., should be of the form: τ
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τ

= ...’, instead of,
τ .
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